The Qt client allows the player to configure keyboard shortcuts. They are stored. But when a new shortcut is added all previously stored shortcuts are lost. It is also lost for the old version.

Perhaps keyboard shortcuts should be stored as Qt client specific data in freeciv-client-rc in the future so they can be upgraded more easily?

### Related issues:
- Related to Feature #743990: Qt client: Configurable goto Build/Join shortcuts added
- Blocks Freeciv - Task #673656: S3_1 datafile format freeze (d3f) added

### History

#### #1 - 2020-03-05 11:54 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Related to Feature #743990: Qt client: Configurable goto Build/Join shortcuts added

#### #2 - 2020-04-13 08:23 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Blocks Task #673656: S3_1 datafile format freeze (d3f) added